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immediately in the upper wall or ceiling area. At the
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same time, other windows can be closed to prevent
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Dyer NSHEV example:
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System operation, example
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Escape routes clear
for safe evacuation

Unimpeded access
for firefighters

Typical Dyer staircase system:
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• EN Certified vents

Dyer’s NSHEVs are used to provide smoke-free escape
From extracting smoke from a stairwell to complex
routes.
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Ensuring fully compliant EN12101-2 solutions, backed
per the Construction Products Regulation.
provide cost‑effective, customised and safe solutions.
An NSHEV consists of the following components:
up by documentary evidence of compliance.
Ensuring fully compliant EN12101‑2 solutions, backed
A drive + it’s bracket / fittings, the glass / panel, and the
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